§ 234.9

14 CFR Ch. II (1–1–10 Edition)

that is not a new flight shall be assigned the performance code calculated
for the flight that it replaces, even if
the two flights do not have the same
flight number. In the case of a flight
scheduled to operate three times or
less during a month, carriers shall assign a performance code consisting of
the letter ‘‘U.’’
(c) Carriers shall calculate on-time
performance percentages and assign
on-time performance codes on a
monthly basis. This process shall be
completed no later than the 15th day of
each month, when the reports required
by this part are due to the Department,
and the codes shall reflect the previous
month’s operations.

(1) For each of the carrier’s reportable flights and each of its single plane
one-stop or multi-stop flights, or portions thereof, that it holds out to the
public through a CRS, the last segment
of which is a reportable flight or
(2) For each of the carrier’s domestic
flights.

[Amdt. No. 234–1, 52 FR 34071, Sept. 9, 1987, as
amended by Amdt. No. 234–3, 52 FR 48397,
Dec. 22, 1987; 53 FR 27677, July 22, 1988; Docket No. 48524, 59 FR 49798, Sept. 30, 1994; 60 FR
66722, Dec. 26, 1995]

EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 74 FR 69002, Dec.
30, 2009, § 234.11 was revised, effective Apr. 29,
2010. For the convenience of the user, the revised text is set forth as follows:

§ 234.11

§ 234.11

§ 234.9 Reporting of on-time performance codes.
No later than the 15th day of each
month, each reporting carrier shall deliver, or arrange to have delivered, to
each system vendor, as defined in 14
CFR part 255, the on-time performance
codes required to be determined above.
Carriers may report the codes by insuring that they are included in basic
schedule tapes provided to CRS vendors
or by providing a separate tape that
will permit the CRS vendors to match
the performance codes with basic
schedule tapes.
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§ 234.10 Voluntary disclosure of ontime performance codes.
(a) Any air carrier may determine, in
accordance with the provisions of
§ 234.8 of this part, the on-time performance codes for the flights for
which it voluntarily provides flight information to the Department pursuant
to § 234.7 of this part.
(b) A carrier may supply these additional on-time performance codes to
system vendors at the same time and
in the same manner as the required disclosures are made to system vendors,
provided that voluntary disclosures
must continue for a period of not less
than 12 consecutive months, and must
be supplied either

Disclosure to consumers.

During the course of reservations or
ticketing discussions or transactions,
or inquiries about flights, between a
carrier’s employees and the public, the
carrier shall disclose upon reasonable
request the on-time performance code
for any flight that has been assigned a
code pursuant to this part.

Disclosure to consumers.

(a) During the course of reservations or
ticketing discussions or transactions, or inquiries about flights, between a carrier’s employees or contractors and the public, the
carrier shall disclose upon reasonable request the on-time performance code for any
flight that has been assigned a code pursuant
to this part.
(b) For each domestic flight for which
schedule information is available on its Web
site, including domestic code-share flights, a
reporting carrier shall display the following
information regarding the flight’s performance during the most recent calendar month
for which the carrier has reported on-time
performance data to the Department: the
percentage of arrivals that were on time—
i.e., within 15 minutes of scheduled arrival
time, the percentage of arrivals that were
more than 30 minutes late (including special
highlighting if the flight was late more than
30 minutes of scheduled arrival time more
than 50 percent of the time), and the percentage of flight cancellations if 5 percent or
more of the flight’s operations were canceled
in the month covered. The information must
be provided by showing all of the required information on the initial listing of flights or
by showing all of the required information
via a prominent hyperlink in close proximity
to each flight on the page with the initial
listing of flights.
(c) Each carrier shall load the information
whose disclosure is required under paragraphs (a) and (b) of this section into its internal reservation system between the 20th
and 23rd day of the month after the month
for which the information is being provided.
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